Differential expression of PDGF A- and B-chain genes and production of AA and AB dimers by activated human blood monocytes.
Platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) is composed of two chains (A and B) bound by disulfide bridges. Blood monocytes (BM) express the c-sis proto-oncogene, the gene coding for PDGF B-chain, and release PDGF. To evaluate PDGF release and A- and B-chain gene expression by BM, normal BM were cultured with LPS and specific transcripts for PDGF A- and B-chain genes were detected by Northern analysis and PDGF dimers by specific Elisas. Normal BM did not spontaneously express either A- or B-chain gene while, when activated, PDGF B-chain expression was precocious (maximum at 1 h) and decreased over 24 h; PDGF A-chain transcripts were present after 4 h and progressively increased over 24 h. Furthermore, activated BM released more AB dimers than AA dimers and almost no BB dimers. This observation confirms the concept of PDGF A- and B-chain separate gene regulation, and defines the specific molecular pattern of PDGF released by activated BM.